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Abstract

The development and calibration of complex traffic models demands parsimonious techniques, because such models often involve

hundreds of thousands of unknown parameters. The Weighted Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic Approximation (W–SPSA)

algorithm has been proven more efficient than its predecessor SPSA (Spall, 1998), particularly in situations where the correlation

structure of the variables is not homogeneous. This is crucial in traffic simulation models where effectively some variables (e.g.

readings from certain sensors) are strongly correlated, both in time and space, with some other variables (e.g. certain OD flows).

In situations with reasonably sized traffic networks, the difference is relevant considering computational constraints. However,

W–SPSA relies on determining a proper weight matrix (W) that represents those correlations, and such a process has been so far

an open problem, and only heuristic approaches to obtain it have been considered.

This paper presents W–SPSA in a formally comprehensive way, where effectively SPSA becomes an instance of W–SPSA,

and explores alternative approaches for determining the matrix W. We demonstrate that, relying on a few simplifications that

marginally affect the final solution, we can obtain W matrices that considerably outperform SPSA. We analyse the performance of

our proposed algorithm in two applications in motorway networks in Singapore and Portugal, using a dynamic traffic assignment

model and a microscopic traffic simulator, respectively.
c© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

Due to the well known complexity of transportation systems in our cities, together with their fundamental role in

terms of environment, quality of life and economic growth, research in analysis and prediction of traffic phenomena

is gaining a growing importance. This has been even more notable with the recent sensing and data processing

innovations of varying nature (e.g. telecom, smart cards), globally referred to as ”big data”. We do have more data,

more computing power and higher recognition of the importance of understanding traffic in our cities.
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However, the problem is still very complex as it quickly reaches high dimensionality with large networks, multiple

measurements, several traffic control systems, and high and heterogeneous demand patterns. An approach to deal

with this complexity is by using simulation models. In this case, the origin–destination (OD) flows (the demand) are

assigned to the system by moving vehicles on the network (the supply). This approach can capture emergent behaviour

(e.g. congestion) that is often hard to predict analytically. To run properly, simulation models expect, therefore, both

supply and demand inputs and parameters. The size and type of such parameter set depends on the simulation scenario

and on the simulator itself. One may need to define, for example, OD matrices and route choice model parameters for

the demand and speed/density relationship functions or driving behaviour model parameters for the supply.

The essential challenge then becomes the calibration of all the supply and demand parameters in order to reflect

the real phenomena. Different requirements are expected for dynamic traffic assignment models (DTA) (e.g. Ben-

Akiva et al., 2010a) and for microscopic traffic simulation (e.g. Yang and Koutsopoulos, 1996). For example, DTA

models usually utilise mesoscopic demand and supply simulator components, that employ a mix of microscopic and

macroscopic models to capture the decision of the travellers and the movement of vehicles throughout the network.

They consider the (often thousands or tens of thousands) OD flows in the network as inputs that need to be calibrated.

Similarly, in the supply side, segment output capacities are among the parameters that need to be calibrated, and these

are easily in the order of thousands. Microscopic traffic simulator models also require OD flows as inputs, but on the

supply side they require a much smaller number of parameters to be calibrated (used in the individual models, such as

car–following, merging, lane–changing) (Toledo et al., 2007).

Overall, a traffic model may contain hundreds of thousands of parameters, and, in a complex network with a large

population, the simulation itself is not computationally negligible. Moreover, due to the (generally unknown) nature

of the search space, this becomes a complex optimization problem. Given the available data (e.g. traffic volumes,

densities and speeds from conventional counters, but also travel times or route–choice fractions), the optimization

problem consists of estimating the parameters that minimize the difference between sensed values and simulated

values. Of course, the computational costs forbid brute force solutions and the lack of a precise analytical model

frustrates the use of deterministic methods. We need a methodology that is parsimonious with the simulation runs, yet

capable of making an efficient search in a stochastic fashion.

The Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic Approximation (SPSA) algorithm (Spall, 1998) was designed to address

these issues. Briefly, at each iteration, it generates a pair of new vectors to inspect (i.e. run the simulation for), where

each individual vector element, or parameter, is determined by a perturbation with respect to the original value. The

particularity is that all parameters are perturbed simultaneously in a stochastic, pair-wise symmetric fashion: the new

pair of values of parameter i will be ai ± pi, being ai the original value of parameter i and pi the perturbation. The

gradient is then calculated taking into account the respective simulation results.

The characteristics of SPSA allow for another functionality, introduced by Balakrishna (2006), that is to simultane-

ous calibrate all supply and demand parameters together, as opposed to have them calibrated separately (and possibly

iteratively). Balakrishna (2006) have shown that simultaneous approaches outperform the traditional iterative frame-

work when applied to the calibration of DTA models. SPSA and its variations have since been applied extensively in

the field of traffic simulation model calibration. Balakrishna et al. (2007) apply SPSA for the simultaneous calibration

of the demand and supply parameters and inputs to the microscopic traffic simulation model MITSIMLab (Yang and

Koutsopoulos, 1996) using the network of Lower Westchester County, NY, to demonstrate the feasibility, application,

and benefits of the proposed methodology. Ma et al. (2007) compare the performance of SPSA against a genetic

algorithm (GA) and a trial-and-error iterative adjustment algorithm (IA) for the calibration of a microscopic simula-

tion model in a northern California network and conclude that SPSA can achieve the same level of accuracy as the

other two with a significantly shorter running time. Vaze et al. (2009) present a framework for the joint calibration of

demand and supply model parameters of DTA models using multiple sources of traffic information. The calibration

problem has been formulated as a stochastic optimization framework and SPSA was found to outperform compet-

ing algorithms, based on results using both counts and travel time measurements obtained from automated vehicle

identification systems on a synthetic network and the network of Lower Westchester County, NY.

Huang et al. (2010) applied SPSA for the calibration of dynamic emission models. This research uses a microscopic

traffic simulator and the aggregate estimation ARTEMIS as a standard reference. Lee and Ozbay (2008) propose a

Bayesian calibration methodology and applied a modified SPSA algorithm to solve the calibration problem of a cell

transmission based macroscopic traffic model. In this formulation, the probability distributions of model parame-
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ters are considered instead of their point values. Paz et al. (2012) calibrate all the parameters in CORSIM models

simultaneously using SPSA and demonstrate its effectiveness.

In the first case study presented in this research, using a mesoscopic DTA model for the entire expressway system

in Singapore, it was found that, although SPSA maintained its computational efficiency, its performance in terms of

convergence rate and long run accuracy deteriorated significantly, as the problem scale increased. The errors stopped

to decrease at relatively high values. Different values of algorithm parameters were tested and adaptive step sizes (ak)

were implemented. However, no significant improvement was made (Lu, 2014). This led us to believe that SPSA itself

has fundamental limitations, when applied to very large scale, noisy problems without analytical representation and

with correlated parameters and measurements, as identified in Lu et al. (2015); Cipriani et al. (2011); Cantelmo et al.

(2014). One of those limitations refers to the agnostic perspective on the correlation structure between the variables

involved and the observations. It is assumed that they are all equally co-dependent, but in practice it is rarely the case.

To complicate matters further, if we consider also the temporal dimension, changing the value of an OD flow at

time t0 may have little influence to the network measurements after a while (e.g. time t30), and will have absolutely no

influence to preceding measurements (e.g. t−30). Therefore, in a traffic simulation off–line calibration problem with a

large scale network and a large number of intervals, a large number of uncorrelated measurements may introduce an

excessive amount of disturbing noise, which makes it very hard to estimate the actual influence from the perturbation

of each of the parameter value to determine a good direction and amplitude to move.

This gradient approximation error raises performance issues for SPSA, when a large-scale system has sparse cor-

relations between parameters and measurements, such as the traffic system. Successful attempts have been made to

modify or extend the existing SPSA algorithm to improve its performance on DTA calibration, such as incorporating

transition equations of OD flows in the objective function (Balakrishna and Koutsopoulos, 2008) and using asymmet-

ric estimation and adopting polynomial interpolation to the algorithm step size (Cipriani et al., 2011). Cantelmo et al.

(2014) also compare the latter extension to its second order and perform a sensitivity analysis of the parameters for

the algorithm. However, they all targeted only the estimation of OD flows. More importantly, the serious concern of

gradient approximation error could not be addressed with these modifications. To overcome this problem, knowledge

about the existing correlations in the system should be incorporated in a sophisticated way into the joint demand–

supply calibration framework to reduce the gradient approximation error. Such knowledge is lost in applications of

the original SPSA algorithm, when time–dependent, location–specific error terms are transformed into a single scalar.

Besides SPSA extensions, other gradient approximation methods, which consider (implicitly) correlations, have also

been proposed, such as the work of Frederix et al. (2011, 2013).

The proposal of Weighted SPSA (W–SPSA) from Lu et al. (2015) aims precisely to overcome these limitations by

relying on a weight matrix, W, that represents the appropriate correlation structure. While the authors demonstrated

the concept and successfully compared it with SPSA in several settings, the treatment of the essential ingredient (i.e.

the W matrix) was not systematic, which considerably limits the applicability of the algorithm.

In this paper, we propose the full framework for W–SPSA, with a complete formulation (effectively a generalization

of SPSA) and with a sensible methodology for obtaining a reliable W matrix. To demonstrate the flexibility and

generality of the approach, we have applied it to two applications: (i) the simultaneous calibration of all input and

parameters of the DynaMIT framework (Ben-Akiva et al., 2001, 2010a), a DTA model that serves for real-time and

planning purposes, for a large–scale problem in Singapore, and (ii) the calibration of the demand inputs and supply

parameters of MITSIMLab (Yang and Koutsopoulos, 1996; Ben-Akiva et al., 2010b), a microscopic traffic simulation,

for a very demanding safety–related application, requiring thousands of separate calibration replications.

The applicability of W–SPSA goes much beyond traffic simulation calibration. It applies to any circumstance where

there is a complex correlation structure in a model that has no known analytical formulation and that is computationally

costly. Thus, it fits into the stochastic optimization realm which has wide well–known applications in engineering.

2. Methodology

2.1. General problem formulation

Let the time period of interest be divided into intervals H = {1, 2, ...,H}. The off–line calibration problem is

formulated using the following notation:
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• x: Time-dependent model parameters, e.g., OD flows, x = {xh}, ∀h ∈ H
• β: Other model parameters, e.g., supply model parameters

• Mo: Observed time-dependent sensor measurements, Mo = {Mo
h
}

• Ms: Simulated time-dependent sensor measurements, Ms = {Ms
h
}

• xa: A priori time-dependent parameter values, xa = {xa
h
}

• βa: A priori values of other model parameters

• G: Road network and other fixed supply parameters, G = {Gh}

The off–line calibration problem is formulated as an optimization problem to minimize an objective function over the

parameter space:

minimize
x,β

z(Mo,Ms, x,β, xa,βa) (1)

which can be operationalized as follows:

minimize
x,β

H∑

h=1

[z1(Mo
h
,Ms

h
) + z2(xh, xa

h
)] + z3(β,βa) (2)

s.t.: Ms
h
= f (x1, ..., xh;β; G1, ...,Gh) (3)

lxh ≤ xh ≤ uxh , lβ ≤ β ≤ uβ (4)

Equation 2 is the objective function for the minimization problem, where z1 measures the goodness–of–fit between

observed sensor measurements and simulated sensor measurements, and z2 and z3 compare estimated values with a
priori values (z1, z2 and z3 depend on the chosen approach). Equation 3 represents the relationship between simulated

measurement values and model inputs, where f is the traffic simulation model. Equations 4 specify the boundaries

for the estimated parameter values. Under the generalized least squares framework, Equation 2 becomes:

minimize
x,β

H∑

h=1

[ε�Mh
Ω−1

Mh
εMh + ε

�
xh
Ω−1

xh
exh ] + ε�

β
Ω−1
β
εβ (5)

where εMh = Mo
h
− Ms

h
, εxh = xh − xa

h
, εβ = β − βa and ΩMh , Ωxh , Ωβ are variance–covariance matrices.

The subscripts of intervals (i.e., h) highlight the time dependent feature of the traffic simulation model calibration

problem. For a more straightforward illustration of the solution algorithm, we further generalize the framework by

removing the interval subscripts, and defining it as:

θ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x1
...

xH
β

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

θ1
...
θP

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, εM =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Mo
1
− Ms

1
...

Mo
D − Ms

D

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

εM1

...
εMD

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= FM(θ; Mo; G), εθ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

θ1 − θa1
...

θP − θaP

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

εθ1
...
εθP

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= Fθ(θ; θa; G) (6)

εM is a vector of deviations between observed measurement values and simulated measurement values. FM is a

function that maps θ, Mo and the road network G to εM. εθ is a vector of deviations between a priori parameter values

and estimated parameter values. Fθ is the function that maps the vector of the a priori parameters θa, θ and G to εθ.
The length of θ and εθ, P, equals the total number of parameters to calibrate (note that one time–dependent OD flow

in two different intervals is considered as two different parameters). The length of εM, D, equals the total number of

measurements.

The further generalized problem formulation is:

minimize
θ

z(θ)⇒ minimize
θ

ε�MΩ
−1
M εM + ε

�
θ
Ω−1
θ
εθ (7)
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subject to:

εM = FM(θ; Mo; G), εθ = Fθ(θ; θa; G), lθ ≤ θ ≤ uθ (8)

To make the objective function in Equation 7 identical to the objective function in Equation 5, ΩM should be a

block diagonal matrix with ΩMh as its diagonal elements. The same applies to Ωθ, which is a block diagonal matrix

with Ωxh and Ωβ at its diagonal. However, in a more general formulation that considers all the correlations across

different time intervals and different types of parameters, ΩM and Ωθ are general variance–covariance matrices. The

structure of these matrices can be simplified in a number of ways, such as diagonal matrices (i.e. considering only the

variances) or even identity matrices (i.e. assuming constant variance).

2.2. The SPSA algorithm

Stochastic approximation (SA) methods are a family of iterative stochastic optimization algorithms used in error

function minimization when the objective function has no known analytical form and can only be estimated with noisy

observations. The general iterative form of SA is:

θ̂k+1 = θ̂k − ak ĝk(θ̂k) (9)

where θ̂k is the estimate of the decision vector in the kth iteration of the algorithm and ĝk(θ̂k) is the estimated gradient

at θ̂k. ak is a usually small number that gets smaller as k becomes larger, known as the kth step size in a gain sequence:

ak =
a

(A + k + a)α
(10)

where a, α and A are algorithm parameters. Different approaches have been proposed to approximate the gradient. In

the finite–difference (FD) schemes, the gradient is estimated by perturbing the parameters in the decision vector one

at a time, evaluating the objective function values and computing the gradient as:

ĝki(θ̂k) =
z(θ̂k + ckei) − z(θ̂k − ckei)

2ck
(11)

where ĝki(θ̂k) is the ith element in the gradient vector ĝk(θ̂k), and ei is a vector with 1 at ith location and 0 elsewhere.

Each parameter is perturbed with an amplitude of ck to two opposite directions, with ck defined as:

ck =
c

(k + 1)γ
(12)

where c and γ are algorithm parameters.

This approach is capable of estimating high quality gradient vectors in non–analytical problems with noisy ob-

servations. It is, however, not computationally efficient for large–scale problems. The number of objective function

evaluations within one algorithm iteration is 2P, where P is the total number of parameters in the decision vector. In

simulation–based models, one objective function evaluation involves the running of the simulation from beginning to

end, which may take minutes. A mid–sized model often consists of thousands of model parameters to calibrate, which

may lead to days of run time just for one iteration of the algorithm. Therefore, applying FDSA in off–line calibration

problems of large–scale traffic simulation models is often infeasible in terms of computational overhead.

Spall (1992, 1998) proposes an innovative solution to this problem: simultaneous perturbation stochastic approx-

imation (SPSA). SPSA efficiently estimates the gradient by perturbing all the parameters in the decision vector θ
simultaneously and the approximation of gradient needs only two function evaluations regardless of the number of

parameters:

ĝki(θ̂k) =
z(θ̂k + ckΔk) − z(θ̂k − ckΔk)

2ckΔki
(13)
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where ĝki(θ̂k) is the ith element in the gradient vector ĝk(θ̂k). ck is the perturbation amplitude (same as in the FD

approach). Δk is a random perturbation vector, generated through a Bernoulli process (or using other appropriate

distributions) with values of +1 and -1 with equal probabilities.

SPSA provides a huge saving of computational time due to its constant number of perturbations for the gradient

approximation. In terms of convergence performance, Spall (1998) argues that SPSA follows a path that is expected

to deviate only slightly from that of FDSA. In other words, SPSA performs as good as FDSA, while having a P–fold

time saving. With no or little noise, FDSA is expected to follow the true descent to the optimal. SPSA may have

approximated gradients that differ from the true gradients, but they are almost unbiased. With larger noise, neither

FDSA and SPSA follow the deepest decent directions, but SPSA stays in a path close to the optimal. The detailed

step–by–step SPSA workflow is described below:

1. Set the current step k = 0, so that the initial values in the decision vector θ̂k = θ̂0 (usually the historical values or

the most recent calibrated values). Decide the values of the algorithm parameters α, γ, a, A, and c.

2. Evaluate the initial objective function value z0 by running the simulator with θ̂0 as the input parameters.

3. Update k = k + 1. Calculate ak and ck based on Equations 10 and 12.

4. Generate the independent random perturbation vector Δk.

5. Evaluate the objective function values at two points: θ̂k + ckΔk and θ̂k − ckΔk. Parameter boundaries are imposed

before the objective function evaluation.

6. Approximate the gradient vector using Equation 13.

7. Calculate θ̂k+1 using Equation 9.

8. If converged, stop the process. If not, return to step 3.

2.3. Shortcomings of SPSA in the calibration of large–scale traffic simulation models

For a better illustration of the shortcomings of SPSA and motivation of our improvement idea, we assume the

inverted variance–covariance matrix Ω−1
M is the identity matrix and Ω−1

θ is a matrix with all zeros. This is equivalent to

the situation where we don’t consider the deviations between estimated parameter values and their a priori values. At

the same time, we consider the deviations between simulated and observed measurement values in an ordinary least

squares (OLS) way. The analysis and methodology can be easily extended to the general formulation in Equation 7.

The simplified objective function is:

z(θ) =
D∑

j=1

ε2M j (14)

We denote

ε+
Mk
= FM(θ̂k + ckΔk; Mo; G) (15)

ε−
Mk
= FM(θ̂k − ckΔk; Mo; G) (16)

which are the deviation vectors obtained from the two perturbations. ε+Mk j is the jth element in ε+
Mk

and ε−Mk j is the jth
element in ε−

Mk
. Based on our simplified objective function in Equation 14, Equation 13 can be rewritten as

ĝki(θ̂k) =

∑D
j=1[(ε+Mk j)

2 − (ε−Mk j)
2]

2ckΔki
(17)

The reason for the performance deterioration of SPSA was found to be related to a gradient approximation error that

increased rapidly with the problem scale. The source of this error was not the stochasticity in the simulation models,

or the inconsistency in the observed data due to measurement error, but the way SPSA estimates gradients. In each

iteration, the gradient estimation process essentially tries to find a direction and amplitude for each parameter value in

the decision vector to move. This is achieved by comparing the influence to the system caused by perturbing each of

the parameter value in two opposite directions. Given our formulation in Equation 14, in SPSA the influence caused
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by perturbing the value of a specific parameter is determined by a scalar: the sum of all the distances between model

outputs and corresponding observed measurements. As all the parameters are perturbed at the same time, the change

in a measurement value may or may not be caused by this specific parameter. This may not be a major issue in

systems where each parameter is highly correlated to most of the measurements, because, in that case, the change in

each parameter is responsible for the change of almost every measurement value.

However, in a real–world traffic system, correlations between model parameters and measurements are often sparse.

In the spatial dimension, most of the model parameters tend to have a relatively local effect to the system. For example,

by changing the OD flow of one OD pair, only traffic volume measurements along the paths between this OD pair

will be influence directly, while nearby measurements may be indirectly affected. As the distance between the sensor

and the paths increases, this influence will decrease. In the temporal dimension, changing the value of an OD flow at

7:30am may have little influence to the network measurements after e.g. 8:30am, and will have absolutely no influence

to the measurements before 7:30am. Therefore, in the off–line calibration problem with a large scale network and a

large number of intervals, a large number of uncorrelated measurements introduce a great amount of disturbing noise.

Assume the length of an interval is 15 minute and the simulation period consists of 20 intervals. Assume, further,

that the longest travel time in this network is 30 minutes, i.e. two intervals, and that 6 sensors provide time–dependent

count data. Therefore, we have in total 120 measurements (20 intervals of 6 measurements). Consider an OD flow i
for a specific interval, i.e. the ith element in θ. At the kth SPSA iteration, the element in the gradient vector for this

OD flow is approximated as:

ĝki(θ̂k) =

∑120
j=1[(ε+Mk j)

2 − (ε−Mk j)
2]

2ckΔki
(18)

The numerator tries to approximate the influence on measurements caused by changing this specific OD flow, where

the term (ε+Mk j)
2 − (ε−Mk j)

2 is decided by the change in the jth simulated measurement. However, only counts from

few sensors in the network are affected by the change in this OD flow. The changes in other sensors are primarily

caused by other parameters and introduce disturbing noise. At the same time, the changes of measurement values from

intervals before this interval are totally irrelevant to this change of the OD flow. Based on our longest trip assumption,

the changes of measurement values in later intervals are also largely irrelevant to this OD flow change. Therefore, in

the numerator we sum up values from 120 measurements but most of them are irrelevant to the change of the current

OD flow and a great amount of noise is thus introduced to the gradient estimation. In other words, the number used

to compute the approximated gradient consists primarily of noise.

In real world traffic simulation applications, in order to provide useful information for planners and travelers, the

scale of network and the number of intervals to consider (usually across an entire day) is much larger, and therefore

the gradient approximation problem will be more serious. To solve this problem, a weighted gradient approximation

method and the corresponding solution algorithm, W–SPSA, is proposed in the next section.

2.4. The Weighted SPSA algorithm

A weighted gradient approximation method is introduced to exclude the negative influence of irrelevant measure-

ments in the gradient approximation process of SPSA. In this approach, measurements are considered in a weighted

manner, based on their relevance to a parameter:

ĝki(θ̂k) =

∑D
j=1 wji[(ε

+
Mk j)

2 − (ε−Mk j)
2]

2ckΔki
=

1

2ckΔki
W�

i

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

(ε+Mk1
)2 − (ε−Mk1

)2

...
(ε+MkD)2 − (ε−MkD)2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(19)

where wji is the element at the jth row and ith column of a D× P weight matrix. Wi is the ith column of the matrix. As

introduced in the previous subsection, D is the number of deviations (measurements plus historical parameter values)

and P is the number of parameters.

Wi
� =
[
w1i . . .wji . . .wDi

]
(20)
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For a change in parameter θi, wi j represents the relative magnitude of change in measurement j, compared to other

measurements. By putting more weights on relevant measurements and less/no weights on less relevant measure-

ments/irrelevant measurements, we can effectively reduce the estimation error and therefore provide a better gradient

approximation.

Under the generalised least squares (GLS) formulation in Equation 7, Equation 19 becomes

ĝki(θ̂k) =
EM + Eθ
2ckΔki

(21)

where

EM =[(ε+
Mk

)�diag(W◦ 1
2

Mi
)]Ω−1

M [(ε+
Mk

)�diag(W◦ 1
2

Mi
)]�−

[(ε−
Mk

)�diag(W◦ 1
2

Mi
)]Ω−1

M [(ε−
Mk

)�diag(W◦ 1
2

Mi
)]�

(22)

Eθ =[(ε+
θk

)�diag(W◦ 1
2

θi
)]Ω−1

θ
[(ε+
θk

)�diag(W◦ 1
2

θi
)]�−

[(ε−
θk

)�diag(W◦ 1
2

θi
)]Ω−1

θ
[(ε−
θk

)�diag(W◦ 1
2

θi
)]�

(23)

where W◦ 1
2

Mi
is the element-wise square root of the ith column of the weight matrix for measurements WM. diag(W◦ 1

2

Mi
)

is the diagonal matrix built from W◦ 1
2

Mi
. Wθ is the weight matrix for historical values. Typically Wθ is an identity matrix,

because changing the value of a parameter only influences the deviation between this specific parameter’s estimated

value and its historical values. The definitions of ε+
θk

and ε−
θk

are similar to those of ε+
Mk

and ε−
Mk

.

These relevance measurements can be obtained from the adjusted Jacobian matrix J, where each element is re-

placed by the absolute value from the traditional Jacobian matrix. The absolute value is used because we are only

interested in the magnitude.

J =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

| ∂ε1
∂θ1
| . . . | ∂ε1

∂θi
| . . . | ∂ε1

∂θP
|

...
...

...

| ∂ε j

∂θ1
| . . . | ∂ε j

∂θi
| . . . | ∂ε j

∂θP
|

...
...

...

| ∂εD
∂θ1
| . . . | ∂εD

∂θi
| . . . | ∂εD

∂θP
|

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(24)

The weight matrix W is a local approximation of the Jacobian matrix at a specific point θk. Due to lack of closed-

form relationship between parameters and measurements, a local linear approximation of
∂ε j

∂θi
is commonly used.

W|θk = Ĵ |θk (25)

Weighted SPSA, or W–SPSA, is the proposed solution algorithm for the off–line calibration problem that applies

the weighted gradient estimation in the stochastic path searching process. Typically, off–line calibration problems

are highly non–linear and the Jacobian matrix changes with current parameter values. Therefore, the weight matrix

should be re–estimated during the calibration process along with the change of current estimated parameter values.

The frequency of this process depends on the specific problem, the stage of the calibration process, and the amount

of available computational power. The results from the previous off–line calibration stage are commonly used as

the input of weight matrix re–estimation in next iterations. However, this re–estimation process is not necessary

under a special case of W–SPSA: SPSA (the weight matrix is an all-one matrix). The next section discusses different

approaches to estimate the weight matrix and their pros and cons.

3. Estimation of weight matrices

The accurate estimation of weight matrices is the key to successfully applying W–SPSA for the off–line calibration

of traffic estimation models. The ideal weight matrix estimation approach should be easy to implement, efficient to
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execute, and able to provide accurate estimation for different types of parameters and measurements. Naturally, there

is no silver bullet for this problem, as each case has its own complexity, data and domain constraints. In this paper,

we propose four fundamental alternatives to systematically estimate the weight matrix:

• Analytical derivation

• Simulation–based approximation

• Numerical approximation

• Heuristics–based approximation

In practice, however, such alternatives end up combined or adapted to the problem at hand in one way or the other,

so we propose two additional methods, namely hybrid and composite.

3.1. Analytical derivation

If known analytical relationships between parameters and measurements exist, it is possible to estimate the weights

based on an approach called analytical derivation. Network knowledge, including network topology, path choice set,

equilibrium link travel time, and route choice model, is usually required as input to this approach. However, the

complete forms of these relationships are typically unknown and the required inputs change with the model parameter

values. Even when these relations can be known or assumed, the problem can easily become intractable, due to their

complexity. Therefore, an approximated linear relationship is commonly used with the current estimated parameter

values.

For example, to calculate the weights between OD flows and link traffic flows (usually measured by loop detectors

in the form of sensor counts), dynamic assignment matrices are commonly used. The assignment matrix stores the

way in which each OD flow is assigned to different links (sensors), and theoretically, it can be analytically calculated

using network topology, path choice set, current route choice model and equilibrium travel times (Ashok and Ben-

Akiva, 2002). However, it is recognised that the complexity of the problem at hand can quickly lead to intractable

situations (Ashok and Ben-Akiva, 2002).

The problem becomes even harder when considering the relationship between parameters with less direct impact,

such as the impact of e.g. capacities or behavioural model parameters to travel times or counts in specific locations in

the network. For such types of parameter–measurement correlations (e.g. capacities vs. counts), similar ideas can be

applied, but more sophisticated analytical derivations may be required to capture the usually indirect and non–linear

relationships.

Whenever tractable, the analytical approximation approach may have the advantage of computational efficiency, as

no simulation run is required for the weight matrix estimation. Analytical derivation may also be able to provide very

accurate weights, if the relationships between parameters and measurements are relatively straightforward and linear.

3.2. Simulation–based approximation

The analytical derivation method relies on the direct observation of parameter-measurement relationships, and the

more observable the system is, the less complex the problem may become. When the needed dynamic observations in

the network are unobservable, a simulator can help uncover useful relationships. For the case of OD flows, simulation

can be used to compute a matrix approximation. In such a case, the assignment matrix is endogenous to the simulation

model itself and cannot be analytically estimated. Ashok and Ben-Akiva (2000) developed such an approach using an

iterative computation of the assignment matrix. For a given OD matrix, a DTA simulation model is used to compute

an estimated assignment matrix. This simulated assignment matrix would then be used to update the OD flows and

the existing measurements estimates. The entire process may be initiated using the one–step predicted OD flows

generated at the end of the previous interval or using a seed OD matrix. Due to the stochasticity of the simulation

model, for each perturbation of the W-SPSA where the weight matrix has to be estimated, the simulation has to be

replicated R times (Antoniou et al., 2014). The simulated measurements are then used to estimate the deviations used

in the estimation of a local linear approximation of the weight matrix.

Figure 1 illustrates the general flow of this approach. P is the total number of parameters, D is the total number

of measurements and R is the total number of replications of the simulation run at each iteration of W–SPSA. MS+
j
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Fig. 1: Simulation-based approximation logic

(MS−
j ) is the combined simulated measurement of the jth measurements MS+

r j (MS−
r j ) for all replications R, using the

parameter values after the “+”(“-”) perturbation.

The advantage of such a model is that the unobserved measurements are estimated by a traffic assignment model,

which obviates the need for the analytical derivation of complex relationships typically present in large networks,

where the link between path choice sets, the route choice model and the available measurements has a complex level

of interaction; or when the assignment measurements are unobservable.

3.3. Numerical approximation

Taking advantage of the use of simulation, another improved approach to obtain a weight matrix without go-

ing through the analytical derivation is to use the simulator to approximate the Jacobian matrix at the current point

through numerical experiments. We call this approach a numerical approximation and the logic of a single numerical

experiment is also similar to Figure 1. However, in this approach several experiments n = 1...N at each W–SPSA

iteration are carried out. In one experiment, all the parameters are perturbed at the same time near the current value to

two opposite directions, but Δθni is randomly generated and independent across different experiments (it typically has

a pre–defined amplitude and a randomly generated sign). The changes of simulated measurement values under each

of the two perturbed parameter vectors are evaluated by running the simulation model, again R times. Each element in

the Jacobian matrix is approximated as the change in a measurement value divided by the change in a parameter. After

running N independent experiments, the estimated weights are obtained by averaging the result from each experiment:

wi j =
∂εMj

∂θi
	
∑N

n=1

εMS
n j

Δθni

N
(26)

where MS
n j is the simulated measurement value of the dth measurement in the nth experiment. The estimation result is

expected to improve with the increase of N and to be unbiased.

Under this framework, different types of parameters and measurements are treated in a same manner. At the same

time, no explicit analytical network knowledge is required in the estimation. Therefore, this approach covers all differ-

ent kinds of parameter–measurement pairs using a single, and simple, method. However, the capability of obtaining

accurate results depends highly on a big enough number of experiments and each experiment requires two simulation

runs, which leads to intensive computational overhead. Fortunately, this approach can be easily parallelized, as the

experiments are completely independent. If enough computers are available, a simple distribution algorithm should

suffice to speed up this process significantly.

3.4. Heuristics–based approximation

Domain knowledge and intuition can also play a fundamental role in estimating the W matrix. An obvious ex-

ample is the use of an assignment matrix (for example, obtained via simulation, as discussed above) to represent the

correlations between ODs and sensors. Other examples could relate supply parameters with measurements that are

spatially correlated (e.g. capacity parameters for some parameters with flow data from nearby sensors).
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The general principle of the heuristics–based approximation is to use domain knowledge to map together param-

eters and measurements that are logically related. In the presence of ambiguity, a conservative attitude is to assume

correlation (e.g. wi j = 1).

3.5. Hybrid method

To better take advantage of the pros of each estimation method, a hybrid weight matrix can be built and adjusted

during the calibration process:

Wh = λaWa + λnWn + λoWo (27)

where Wh is the hybrid weight matrix, which equals the weighted sum of a weight matrix estimated using an analytical

approach (Wa), a weight matrix estimated from numerical approach (Wn) and an all–one weight matrix (Wo). The

weights λ depend on the relative confidence on each part and can change in different stages of the calibration process.

The estimation of the weights λ could be made empirically (e.g. by trial and error) or through a systematic process

that searches for an acceptable combination (e.g. meta–heuristics). The complexity of this specific problem is not

considerably high, as only two parameters are involved in practice (the third one is implicit, e.g. λa = 1 − λn − λo). A

simple method could comprise a grid–search approach, relying on running a set of W–SPSA runs based on a discrete

set of values.

In empirical applications, high quality weight matrices may not be easy to obtain through applying any single

approach. This hybrid method provides some insights about possible ways to use different weight matrix estimation

methods at the same time. The best way to estimate weight matrices is problem–specific and requires a good un-

derstanding of the characteristics of the problem, in–depth analysis of the parameters and measurements, and some

engineering judgement.

3.6. Composite method

Another way is to generate a composite weight matrix, by dividing the weight matrix into different parts and using

the most appropriate estimation approach for each part. For example, for the weights of OD flow–sensor counts,

the analytical approach can be used. For the weights of supply parameters–sensor counts, a numerical approach

can be used, because the analytical relationship is very hard to derive. For the weights of route choice parameters–

sensor counts, an all–one matrix may be sufficient, because the route choice parameters influence the whole network

across the entire simulation period and the relationship between these parameters and traffic measurements are hard

to capture, even using the numerical approach.

Of course, this method has the drawback that it forces independence between the several sections of the matrix (or,

conversely, assumption of full correlation by assuming wi j = 1 throughout). The composite method comes naturally

in decomposable problems (e.g. demand parameters vs. supply parameters). The first case study below provides a

practical application of this method.

3.7. SPSA as a special case

A special case of the weight matrix is the “all–one” matrix, where all the weights are set to 1. In other words, for

each parameter, all the measurements are supposed to have the same degree of relevance to this parameter. With this

weight matrix, the W–SPSA algorithm becomes the original SPSA algorithm. Therefore, SPSA can be viewed as a

special case of W–SPSA. Conversely, W–SPSA is a generalisation of SPSA.

This approach has the advantage of not relying on the estimation of a weight matrix. It is the simplest method

to implement and most computationally efficient as no weight matrix estimation or update is required. However, as

discussed in previous sections, when the network scale is large, the correlations between parameters and measurements

are extremely sparse, using the “all–relevant” assumption results in a highly noisy gradient estimation process, which

leads to extremely slow rate of objective function value reduction. Therefore, this approach is only considered to

be applied when the weight matrix is very hard to obtain or at the final stage of the calibration process when the

goodness–of–fit has already been improved significantly through other methods.
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4. Case Study I: Mesoscopic DTA

4.1. Model and parameters

In this case study, we apply W–SPSA to DynaMIT (“Dynamic network assignment for the Management of In-

formation to Travelers”, Ben-Akiva et al. (2010a)) in the real–world setting of the Singapore expressway network.

DynaMIT is a simulation–based DTA system with mesoscopic demand and supply simulators, each comprising mi-

croscopic and macroscopic sub–models. The demand simulator is capable of accurately modeling the time–dependent

OD flows, and using detailed microscopic behavioural models for capturing pre–trip decisions and en–route choices

of individual drivers given real time information. The supply models simulate the traffic dynamics, the formation,

spill–back and dissipation of queues and the influence of incidents. The sophisticated interactions between demand

and supply allow the system to estimate and predict network traffic conditions in a realistic manner (Ben-Akiva et al.,

2010a).

On the demand side, a route choice model and a set of time-dependent OD flows need to be calibrated. DynaMIT

models route choice through a Path-size Logit model (Ramming, 2001), which in our case will demand only one

parameter, travel time, to be calibrated (others will remain with the initial values, obtained from field data). On the

other side, the total number of time-dependent OD flows to calibrate equals the number of OD pairs in the network

times the number of time intervals in the simulation. Reliable historical OD flows as initial values of the estimated

OD flows are crucial for the success of calibration. However, in this case study, such OD flows are not available. The

initial values are decided arbitrarily yet based on local transportation engineers’ intuition.

The supply is based on two models, each one relying on its set of parameters: the moving part in a segment,

which is modeled by a speed–density function; and the queuing model at the end of a segment, which is decided by

segment capacities. The initial values for the former are obtained by fitting field data while for the latter, we rely on

the Highway Capacity Manual, slightly adjusted according to local field data.

For more details about the features, framework and implementation of DynaMIT, we redirect the reader to Ben-

Akiva et al. (2010a).

4.2. Network and data collection

The entire road network in Singapore is shown in Figure 2. In this case study, the entire expressway system

is extracted and modeled in DynaMIT, including expressway links and on–ramps and off–ramps that connect the

expressway system to local roads (shown in bold in Figure 2).

Fig. 2: Singapore expressways network
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The network has accurate and detailed representation of length, geometry and lanes of each segment. There are in

total 831 nodes connected by 1040 links in the network, each link made up of several segments based on the geometry,

making a total of 3388 segments. 4106 OD pairs are chosen among the 831×830 possible node combinations to make

sure each origin is an on–ramp, where vehicles enter the expressway system from local roads, and each destination

is an off–ramp, where vehicles depart the network. Other heuristic rules are used to eliminate unreasonable long or

detour trips between on-ramps and off–ramps. The simulation time period is from 5am to 10am, or 60 intervals with

the length of each interval being 5 minute. The first two hours (24 intervals) are used for network warm–up.

The scale of the calibration problem is therefore:

• 1 route choice model parameter (travel time)

• 4, 106 × 36 = 147, 816 time dependent OD flows

• 3, 388 × 6 = 20, 328 speed–density function parameters

• 3,388 segment capacities

It is noted that this is a very different application from the one presented by Lu et al. (2015). First, Lu et al. (2015)

considered 15–minute intervals, while in this research we consider 5–minute intervals (shorter intervals result in more

volatile traffic measurements and hence a more difficult calibration problem). Furthermore, Lu et al. (2015) only used

W–SPSA to calibrate the demand (albeit for an entire day, i.e. a larger number of parameters), while in this research

we calibrate all demand and supply parameters simultaneously.

The Land Transport Authority of Singapore (LTA) provides a real time speed and flow data feed for DynaMIT,

sent every 5 minutes. Flow data is provided from EMAS system (Expressway Monitoring and Advisory System). The

flow data is obtained from about 338 fixed cameras which are mounted on street lamps at distances of approximately

500 to 1000 meters. Speed data is provided for each segment and is derived from probe vehicles equipped with GPS.

The exact method for estimating the speed is proprietary and the details are not known to us.

Understandably, the quality of data influences the final achievable accuracy of the calibration process. Inconsistent

data will make it harder to fit. More importantly, fitting to inaccurate, or even erroneous data is meaningless in

terms of applying the calibrated model to estimate and predict real world traffic conditions (Wei, 2010). As in any

other setting, there are factors that affect data quality (e.g. weather and lighting conditions, sensor de-calibration,

malfunctioning parts) so we investigated the consistency of flow and speed throughout the dataset and eliminated

sensors that demonstrated not to be fully trustworthy through time (e.g. consecutive impossible values), reducing our

dataset to 216 sensors overall. For a detailed account of this process, we redirect the reader to Lu (2014). There were,

however, acceptable inconsistencies, namely due to traffic incidents. In such cases, the flow/speed inconsistency had

a temporal mark and the sensor was not removed. However, it does create difficulties for the calibration process so to

reduce the influence of incidents and unrecognized malfunctioning sensors, the field traffic data was averaged across

the 31 days in August 2011. The averaged data is not “true” data for any specific day, instead it reflects the averaged

trends and patterns of the network, which is exactly what the off-line calibration aims to capture.

4.3. Weight matrix calculation

In this case study, the weight matrix is created with a composite method, where we combine one simulation with

two heuristic approaches. The weights between OD flows and sensor counts, segment speeds are approximated based

on network topology, latest estimated route choice model and time–dependent link travel times. Given an OD pair and

a time interval, among all the vehicles that leave the origin within this interval, the proportion of these vehicles that

pass a specific segment / sensor is calculated using the route choice model of DynaMIT and the travel times in this

time period. For longer trips the travel times in the next few time periods are also considered. These proportions are

used as weights between this OD flow and sensor counts/speeds from the sensors/segments along the paths between

the OD pair. At each iteration of the calibration process, the weights are updated using the latest estimated route

choice model and time–dependent link travel times estimated by DynaMIT.

The weights between speed–density parameters, segment capacities and sensor counts, segment speeds are set

through a simple heuristic: 1 if the speed–density parameters and segment capacities are at the same segment as the

count and speed data; 0 for all other situations. This is an extremely simplified way to capture the relationships. The

supply parameters of a specific segment may also have significant enough influence on other neighboring segments.
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Finally, the weights between the route choice model parameter and all the measurements are set to 1, which we

consider a general heuristic (of even distribution of correlations).

4.4. Results

The results now presented are based on implementing all the technical considerations in the previous section. Fit–

to–counts/speeds is calculated as the RMSN between the simulated counts/speeds and observed counts/speeds over

all sensors and intervals. The overall fit–to–counts measurement was improved by 49.3% (from 0.426 to 0.216) and

the fit–to–speeds was improved by 49.0% (from 0.321 to 0.164). The fit–to–counts and fit–to–speeds by time interval

are presented in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3: Fit–to–counts and fit–to–speeds by time interval

Figure 4 shows the fit–to–counts at two different time intervals: 7:30am–7:35am and 8:30am–8:35am. The x–

axis corresponds to the observed sensor counts in vehicles per 5 minutes. The y–axis corresponds to the simulated

sensor counts in vehicles per 5 minutes after off–line calibration. Blue dots represent observed and simulated counts

at a specific sensor. The red 45 degree line represents the perfect fit where the simulated counts exactly matches the

observed counts. Most of the dots are very close to the 45 degree line, which indicates good fit. The RMSN between

the simulated and observed counts is 0.213 for the left subfigure and 0.200 for the right subfigure.

Fig. 4: Fit-to-counts at different intervals
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5. Case Study II: Microscopic traffic simulator

In this case–study the calibration of a microscopic traffic simulator for a large number of specific traffic scenarios

is tested using the W–SPSA algorithm. The ultimate aim is to generate a large set of detailed traffic variables using a

calibrated simulator for scenarios with and without accidents.

5.1. Model and parameters

Here, the focus is on the calibration of a specific microscopic traffic simulator, MITSIMLab (Yang and Koutsopou-

los, 1996), to replicate detailed variables for a large set of scenarios. MITSIMLab is a microscopic traffic simulation

application developed to evaluate Advanced Traffic Management Systems (ATMS) and Advanced Traveler Informa-

tion Systems (ATIS) at the planing and operational level. Travel demand is input in the form of time-dependent OD

flows, from which individual vehicles wishing to enter the network are generated. A probabilistic model is used

to capture drivers route choice decisions and driving behaviour parameters and vehicle characteristics are randomly

assigned to each driver-vehicle unit. MITSIMLab moves vehicles according to route choice, acceleration and lane

changing models. The acceleration model captures drivers’ response to neighbouring conditions as a function of sur-

rounding vehicles motion parameters. The lane changing model integrates mandatory and discretionary lane–changes

in a single model. Merging, drivers’ responses to traffic signals, speed limits and incidents are also modelled in detail.

The driving behaviour used for this case-study is the one proposed in Toledo et al. (2007), comprising a total of 101

different driving behaviour parameters grouped in 15 different behavioural models (Ciuffo and Lima Azevedo, 2014).

More details on the formulation and implementation of MITSIMLab can be found in Yang and Koutsopoulos (1996)

and Toledo et al. (2007)

The scenario–specific calibration here presented was preceded by a comprehensive sensitivity analysis to identify

the most sensitive parameters to the available measurements (Ciuffo and Lima Azevedo, 2014). This task was carried

out to reduce the number of supply parameters to consider during the calibration. The 11 most sensitive parameters

out of the 101 driving behaviour model of MITSIMLab were therefore selected for the current experiment, comprising

parameters from four different driving behaviour models: the reaction time model, lane–choice model, car–following

model and driver heterogeneity model. Finally, the 101 parameters had been previously calibrated with trajectories

collected during a specific day on the A44 motorway (Lima Azevedo, 2014). These calibrated values were used as

initial parameters (and historical values) during the scenario–specific calibration.

Regarding the demand parameters, the total number of time dependent OD flows equals the number of OD pairs in

the network times the number of simulated periods. For this specific case-study a seed OD was available, with time-

intervals of 30 mins. As no significant intra-variability regarding the available measurements was found in almost all

intervals, the same 30 min interval was considered for the dynamic OD matrix.

5.2. Network and data collection

The simulation case–study is an urban motorway (A44) near Porto, Portugal. This motorway was selected due

to several safety related issues: dense traffic, unusually high number of lane changes due to frequent route–choice

decision making, short spacing between interchanges and high percentage of heavy goods vehicles. A44 is a 3,940m

long dual carriageway urban motorway with 5 major interchanges, two 3.50m wide lanes and 2.00m wide shoulders

in each direction Acceleration and deceleration lanes are added to the main carriageway section at all interchanges,

although often as short as 150m. On and off–ramps connect to local roads, which generally have tight horizontal

curves, intersections or pedestrian crossings, features that tend to impose significant reductions in vehicle speeds.

The A44 is equipped with an automatic traffic counting station on each stretch, located at kilometers 3.700, 2.400,

1.750 and 0.050. The eight (four per traffic direction) loop sensors are able to count, classify and measure vehicle

speeds in real time. The road concessionaire’s data center keeps record of these outputs in a simplified data format

and aggregated by periods of five minutes. As mentioned previously, a seed OD with a total of 100 OD pairs was

available as initial demand parameters values. This seed OD was estimated using license plate recognition at the main

entry and exit points of each interchange of the A44 (see Figure 5). As we focus on scenario–specific calibration

the 30 min periods before and after a specific event (accident and no-accident) were considered, along with an initial
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Fig. 5: A44 network

30 mins simulation warm–up.The sensor data was filtered using the method proposed by Chen et al. (2003). Sensor

measurements marked as erroneous were discarded from the calibration.The scale of the calibration problem is:

• 11 driving behaviour parameters

• 200 time dependent OD flows

• 192 (maximum) sensor count measurements

• 192 (maximum) average speed measurements

Although the size of such a single calibration experiment is much smaller than the one presented in the previous

case-study, the benefit of using a more efficient calibration algorithm, such as W–SPSA, is clear when the same

experiment design needs to be carried out a large number of times, as shown later.

5.3. Weight matrix estimation

For the estimation of the weight matrix a composite method was used, where the demand parameter weights were

estimated using simulation-based approximation and the driving behaviour parameter weights by heuristic approxi-

mation.

Similarly to the previous case–study, the weights between OD flows and sensor counts and speeds are approximated

to the proportion of vehicles from a specific OD that are detected by the sensor at stake. Equation (28) was then used

to estimate weights:

wspeeds
i j = wcounts

i j =

∑R
r=1

ΔMcounts
r j

Δθi

R
(28)

where wi j is the weight regarding the OD path i and the speed or count measurement Mcounts
r j at sensor j for

replication r. The number of replications R should be such that stability in the values of the weights is achieved. In

this case, the number of replications was empirically set equal to 3. Larger numbers of replications can also be tested.

While this would proportionately increase the computational burden, it is noted that the simulation method is fully

parallelizable, i.e. given sufficient computational resources, all runs can be performed in parallel.

Driving behaviour parameter weights were set to 1 as no distinction was made between individual effect on different

loop sensor output. In a more complex approach, sensitivity analysis may be used to compute different driving

behaviour parameter weights as distinct driving behaviour sub-model parameters may affect each sensor differently

(e.g.: merging behaviour near ramps and weaving sections).

Regarding the specification of the objective function, the OLS assumption was assumed and the variance-covariance

matricesΩM andΩθ are specified as a block diagonal matrix withΩMk andΩβ as its diagonal elements, respectively.

The assumed fixed weights of the optimizing function are ΩMcounts
k
= 0.3, ΩMspeeds

k
= 0.5 and Ωβ = 0.2. These values

were defined previously, based on the contribution of each information on the calibration process. As we focus on

detailed traffic statistics a higher contribution was given to speed related data. A sensitivity analysis on these weight

values may, however, enhance the calibration final results.
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Finally, the constant parameters of the W–SPSA algorithm (A, a, α, γ and c) were set to previously estimated

values for a generic SPSA application to MITSIMLab calibration (Vaze et al., 2009).

5.4. Individual–case calibration results

As example of this specific W–SPSA application, the results for the calibration for a specific rear-end accident that

occurred at 8:30 on the 27th of February 2007, at the km 3.300 in the South-North direction are here presented.

The number of iterations used in SPSA is typically large, but in the W–SPSA framework much fewer iterations

are required to reach satisfactory values (Lu et al., 2015). As we aim at reducing this number as much as possible,

the stopping criteria was a threshold of relative improvement between consecutive iterations of 5% in both count and

speeds RMSN.

After just 30 iterations, the W–SPSA converged and the RMSN improved by 80.1% for speed observations, reach-

ing the value of 0.19, and by 77% for counts, with a final value of 0.22 (see Figure 6). As a result of the goodness–

of–fit, the W–SPSA method quickly converged to the individual loop-based measurements (see Figure 7 a. and b.).

In Figure 7 c. and d., the final calibrated demand parameters (OD pairs) and driving behaviour parameters are plotted

against their initial/historical values: the seed OD and the trajectory-based parameter values.

Fig. 6: W–SPSA test performance for a specific scenario calibration

5.5. Multiple scenario calibration results

In this section, the above W–SPSA configuration was tested in the calibration of a large set of different traffic events

occurred in the A44 motorway. Here, we focused our attention in the replication of detailed traffic variables (artificial

trajectories) in accident scenarios, and test whether its values would differ much from the non-accident ones. If such

variability is replicated by the simulation model its use in specific safety studies can be considered.

Sensor and accident data was collected for the period of 2007 to 2009. During the three years in analysis, 173

accidents were recorded. As both the sensor and the accident data has a resolution of 5 min, this value was used as

temporal unit of an event itself. Similarly, the nature of the accident location record required a spatial observation

unit of 50m. With the spatial and temporal units, 710 segments of 50 m and 257,184 time periods of 5 min (excluding

the periods erroneous sensor data) were obtained, resulting in a total of more than 180 × 106 events to be considered

for simulation. As expected, most of these events are non-accident events. Due to computational limitations, a

random sampling technique was necessary and a sampling rate of 3.5×10−5 was selected for non-accident events with

non-erroneous sensor data (6,400), such that the simulation time to generate the needed simulation output (vehicle

trajectories) and the computer memory needed to store them during the final scenario comparison analysis would

remained tractable. The outputs of lower sub-samples were also analysed to confirm the low sample size bias. All

available accident events with good sensor data were considered (144). This configuration resulted in a total of 6,544

events to be simulated in MITSIMLab.
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a) Loop-based average speed (km/h) b) Loop-based counts

c) Deviation from seed OD d) Deviation from trajectory-based parameters

Fig. 7: W–SPSA test performance for a specific scenario calibration

Finally, for this multiple calibration scenario, the W–SPSA algorithm was implemented in MATLAB and ran

(along with MITSIMLab) under Scientific Linux in a cluster with 80 cores with 1GB of RAM memory each. This

computational resource was essential for the distribution of the several calibration tasks carried out.

In Figure 8, the distribution of the performance of the W–SPSA calibration is presented in terms of RMSN reduction

for counts and speeds. Using just 30 iterations of the W–SPSA algorithm, the reductions rates are quite satisfactory;

yet, for a non-negligible fraction of the scenarios, the reduction rates remained bellow 10%. These low performances

mainly affected scenarios where the starting value of the objective function was already low. Further iterations in a

dedicated processing would be necessary to improve these calibrations.

The final comparison between the different outputs from calibrated simulation of accident and no-accident scenar-

ios allowed the identification of several differences, both at the calibrated driving behaviour parameters level and at

the detailed calibrated simulation outputs, such as deceleration rates or headways (see Lima Azevedo, 2014, for the

detailed analysis).

6. Conclusion

In this paper, W–SPSA is implemented, modified, and applied in two real–world case studies to validate its perfor-

mance and scalability. While it was demonstrated earlier Lu et al. (2015) that W–SPSA can be far more efficient than

SPSA, there were relevant challenges to tackle, namely on the generation of the weight matrix W, which is the key

innovation of W–SPSA. In this paper, we present a series of alternative ways to formally generate the weight matrix,

as well as heuristic and combined approaches that can extend its applicability.
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Fig. 8: Distribution of the RMSN reduction rates during the scenarios calibration

In the first case study, demand and supply input and parameters of DynaMIT, a mesoscopic DTA system, are

jointly calibrated for the entire expressway network of Singapore. The field data, especially the sensor counts data

are analyzed and processed before the calibration process. In the second case study, demand and supply parameters

of MITSIMLab, a microscopic traffic simulator, are jointly calibrated for a motorway network in Portugal. The

calibration is then repeated several thousand times with different inputs, within the context of a demanding road–

safety analysis.

W–SPSA is a general and powerful approach. When applying W–SPSA to different setups, specific requirements

of each case study call for several empirical considerations and extension. For example, as a result of the very high

number of degrees of freedom in large–scale calibration problems, it is often possible for the calibration process

to stray away of reasonable parameter values. In order to prevent the drift of parameter values too far away from

the initial (reasonable) range, it is recommended to apply boundaries during the calibration process. In the case of

unbounded optimisation approaches, such as those used in this research, it is up to the researcher to ensure that the

values in each iteration do not lie outside the pre–determined reasonable bounds and –if they do– to take measures to

resolve the issue.

The performance of W–SPSA can also suffer when the scale of the calibration inputs and parameters are different.

Balakrishna (2006) suggests a ratio perturbation method, when applying SPSA and argues that, because of the sig-

nificant difference in magnitude of different parameter values, perturbing them with a same value is not applicable.

For example, most of the OD flows are between 0 to a few hundreds, while the capacity parameter is a value usually

between 0 and 10 (vehicle per second). Multiple perturbation step size magnitudes have to be decided for all the

different parameters. A more convenient way is to perturb all the parameters with a same step size magnitude but in

a ratio way. As a generalisation of SPSA, W–SPSA can also benefit from this approach. In the first case study, the

original non-ratio perturbation was applied for OD flows and the ratio perturbation was applied for other parameters.

In the SPSA algorithm, within each iteration, after determining a perturbation step size, the perturbation directions

are generated randomly based on a selected distribution (Bernoulli in many cases). It was found in experimentations

within the first case study that, when using W–SPSA, at the beginning stage of the calibration process, if the start

parameter values are believed to be biased towards a specific direction, a fixed perturbation leads to much faster

improvement of the objective function value. More specifically, the initial OD flows were found to be mostly smaller

than true values (according to the simulated counts). Therefore, in each iteration, instead of perturbing all the OD

flows based on a randomly generated vector (i.e., some + some - then some - some +), all the OD flows are perturbed

in a same direction (i.e., all + then all -). This fixed perturbation was applied at the very beginning stage and only for

OD flows. It dramatically accelerated the improvement of fit–to–counts. After a few iterations, random perturbation

was applied for all parameters. It is noted that this finding is based on empirical experiments with the expressway

network and dataset in the first case study; no theoretical proof was done to prove its generality, something that is an

interesting direction for future research.

When applying W–SPSA with a very large number of calibration parameters, it is possible to have unstable con-

vergence if all parameters are perturbed simultaneously. One practical approach, that seemed to work well in the first
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case study, is to randomly perturb a subset of the calibration parameters in each iteration. This method may lead to a

worse convergence rate, but it is unbiased.

When applied properly, using these empirical recommendations as applicable, W–SPSA appears to outperform

SPSA significantly and achieves great improvement over the reference case. Results show that after the off-line

calibration, the traffic simulation systems are able to reproduce the observed traffic condition with a high level of

accuracy. In this research, we have focused on the off–line calibration only. However, many traffic simulation appli-

cations (arguably the most interesting and challenging, e.g. those that involve DynaMIT (Ben-Akiva et al., 2010a))

can benefit from online calibration (Antoniou et al., 2007a). W–SPSA can also benefit such applications, e.g. within

the framework suggested by Antoniou et al. (2007b).
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